[Rare diseases: medicine's challenge in the XXI Century].
Rare diseases (RD) are receiving increasing attention within both the scientific community and society in general. Many RDs are diagnosed during paediatric age and affect the patient throughout his life, but they can also be diagnosed during adult age. Advances in the biochemical, molecular and genetic diagnosis of these diseases are proving essential in improving clinical understanding and therapeutic possibilities. However, their low prevalence makes it difficult to develop suitable medicines for treatment and it is necessary to implement specific social and health protection programs for these medicines, which are called orphan medicines (OM). In general these serious, chronic diseases involving a high degree of disability are difficult to diagnose. For better diagnosis and monitoring it is necessary to develop reference units at the state level that will improve our knowledge of these pathologies. RDs have a direct repercussion on both the family, which in many cases becomes the carer, and on society, which must develop specific social, health and educational programs to support these patients. In short, RDs form a significant challenge of coordination for the scientific community and for society given their significant specific weight in the development of health care in our setting.